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18 Video Processing

Augmented Reality

Mixed and Augmented Reality Augmented Reality (AR)

(a) AR overlay of interior structures for technical visualisation, 

(b) AR in Advertising: Adidas AR Shoe Ad 2009, 

(c) AR Magic Lens example in a computer aided surgery prototype

(d) AR in flight safety

(e) AR in London Street Museum

(b)

(e)

(d)

© D. Kalkofen et al

© addidas

© M. Horn

© flightsafetyaustralia.com 
© Museaum of London

© Microsoft

Augmented Reality?

But first…
Some Notes on the Assessment of the Module
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CS7029 Part B: Assignments Round up

1. Introduction 1

2. Pov-Ray 19

3. 3DS Max 25

4. Processing: Intro (Lab 14) 1

5. Processing: Interactive Graphics (Lab 15) 3

6. Processing Images # 1 (Lab 16) 3

7. Processing Images #2 (Lab 17) 3

8. Final Project wk 19-22 (Alternatively 4 x weekly labs worth 3% each) 12

TOTAL (note that Visual Computing is 2/3rd of CS7029) 67

22%

Please note: The remaining weeks have been scaled down slightly so that they do not pose too great a challenge if you are new
to programming, yet worthwhile enough grades are allocated for the time/effort you are expected to spend on the labs.  

Plan for remaining weeks 
(possibly subject to late changes)

 Video Processing, Tracking, AR

 Masking

 Edge detection

 Videos as input

 Rasterization

 The process of turning vectors into rasters and how this can help us

 How texture mapping / shading really works

 Stylized Paintbrush

 Interactive 3D Graphics in Processing

 Point clouds

 In brief: Textures, camera, lighting

 Draw a textured 3D shape, transform, light, and view it.

 Procedural Graphics

 Fractals: sierpinski gasket

 Perlin Noise

Assignment 8 (Lab 18-21)
Image composition

Motivation

 When blending two “realities” 
there are a lot of things to get 
right

 One problem “seams” between 
the real and the virtual

 Seamless Integration is when we 
can’t distinguish virtual and real 
parts

 One way is by applying filters 

Seamless integration by Stylization  © Fisher et al

© Magic Leap

Final assignment: Image composition
 This project is …

 Worth 12% of cs7029 (~3% per week of effort as per previous labs)

If you find the project as a whole too difficult as a programming challenge, 
you can address it in terms of 4 discrete labs (1 for each remaining week of 
term) worth 3% each. 

Note that in this case, it won’t be a requirement that the labs work 
together. However each lab will have a small advanced requirement not 
included in the large project.

 Expected to entail an effort of 3-5 hours per week on average (including the 
lab)

 Due on 10th April, 2017

Synopsis of project
 In this project your goal is to blend two different sources of imagery into a single output

 The foreground image should be generated by procedural code (i.e. a vector based 
graphic)

 The background should be a reasonable complex (hi-res) raster image 

 N.B. You may swap the two above  (i.e. background vector, foreground raster)

 Higher marks will be given if you achieve a “good blend” i.e. try to make it look like the two 
image sources belong together. (Referred to as Seamless Integration)

 Using dynamic components in the foreground/background will score top marks.

 Marking outline

 The basic brief above will get you a pass 40%.

 An additional 40% will go for technical complexity particular if you use animated or 
dynamic imagery

 The final 20% is qualitatively marked just for style + effort. Essentially if you can 
personalize the result somehow, make it more aesthetic, make it more seamlessly blended 
you get awarded marks in this category.
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Breakdown of project
 Get a BACKGROUND IMAGE by either:

 loading an image from file 

 Using the feed from a camera or other sensor

 Using a frame from a video file

 Generate a FOREGROUND using some procedural technique. This can be one :

 Vector graphics of some sort (see lecture 14, 15, 20)

 Graphic resulting from interactive input (see lecture 15)

 Procedural generation (see lecture 15, 20, 21)

 A 3D object rendered in 3DS max or POVRAY 

 A 3D object created in 3DS max loaded into Processing

 Extra marks if this is dynamic

 COMPOSTING: blend the two images together by

 Masking or chromakeying (a.k.a. green-screening) :  see lab 19 (next week)

 OR blending, averaging, image arithmetic (add, subtract: see lab 17)

 POSTPROCESS: apply some filter(s) to the combined image. The purpose of this should be 
one of:

 Seamless integration (see this lecture), and/or

 Stylization: purely for style or aesthetics (see Lecture 16, 17)

 Save the result as one of the following

 an image: jpg, png, bmp, pdf

 real-time output OR video 

 Extra marks for the second option

BACKGROUND IMAGE

FOREGROUND IMAGE

COMPOSITED IMAGE

POSTPROCESSED IMAGE

Image (PNG, JPG, 
PDF, etc.)

Video / Animation

Real-time Rendering 
(interactive output)

Raster Image File

Video 

Webcam

Sensor e.g. kinect

Vector object 

Generated image

3D Model

Sensor e.g. Kinect

Assignment 8 (Lab 18-21)
Image composition

Due 10th April, 2017 @ 23:59

Motivation

 When blending two “realities” 
there are a lot of things to get 
right

 One problem “seams” between 
the real and the virtual

 Seamless Integration is when we 
can’t distinguish virtual and real 
parts

 One way is by applying filters to 
make them look the same in 
“style”

Seamless integration by Stylization  © Fisher et al

© Magic Leap

Final assignment: Image composition
 This project is …

 Worth 12% of cs7029 (~3% per week of effort as per previous labs)

If you find the project as a whole too difficult as a programming challenge, you can 
address it in terms of 4 discrete labs (1 for each remaining week of term) worth 3% 
each. 

AMENDMENT [20/03/2017]: due to some unresolved issues, with the camera 
library for some people, I will look at the best 3 labs (for 4% each)

Note that in this case, it won’t be a requirement that the labs work together. 
However each lab will have a small advanced requirement not included in the large 
project.

 Expected to entail an effort of 3-5 hours per week on average (including the lab)

 Due on 10th April, 2017

Synopsis of project
 In this project your goal is to blend two different sources of imagery into a single output

 The foreground image should be generated by procedural code (i.e. a vector based 
graphic)

 The background should be a reasonable complex (hi-res) raster image 

 N.B. You may swap the two above  (i.e. background vector, foreground raster)

 Higher marks will be given if you achieve a “good blend” i.e. try to make it look like the two 
image sources belong together. (Referred to as Seamless Integration)

 Using dynamic components in the foreground/background will score top marks.

 Marking outline

 The basic brief above will get you a pass 40%.

 An additional 40% will go for technical complexity particular if you use animated or 
dynamic imagery

 The final 20% is qualitatively marked just for style + effort. Essentially if you can 
personalize the result somehow, make it more aesthetic, make it more seamlessly blended 
you get awarded marks in this category.

Breakdown of project
 Get a BACKGROUND IMAGE by either:

 loading an image from file 

 Using the feed from a camera or other sensor

 Using a frame from a video file

 Generate a FOREGROUND using some procedural technique. This can be one :

 Vector graphics of some sort (see lecture 14, 15, 19)

 Graphic resulting from interactive input (see lecture 15)

 Procedural generation (see lecture 15, 20, 21)

 A 3D object rendered in 3DS max or POVRAY 

 A 3D object created in 3DS max loaded into Processing

 Extra marks if this is dynamic

 COMPOSTING: blend the two images together by

 Masking or chromakeying (a.k.a. green-screening) :  see lab 18 (this week)

 OR blending, averaging, image arithmetic (add, subtract: see lab 17)

 POSTPROCESS: apply some filter(s) to the combined image. The purpose of this should be 
one of:

 Seamless integration (see this lecture), and/or

 Stylization: purely for style or aesthetics (see Lecture 16, 17)

 Save the result as one of the following

 an image: jpg, png, bmp, pdf

 real-time output OR video 

 Extra marks for the second option

BACKGROUND 
IMAGE

FOREGROUND IMAGE

COMPOSITED IMAGE

POSTPROCESSED 
IMAGE

Image (PNG, JPG, 
PDF, etc.)

Video / Animation

Real-time 
Rendering 

(interactive 
output)

Raster Image File

Video 

Webcam

Sensor e.g. kinect

Vector object 

Generated image

3D Model

Sensor e.g. Kinect
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Notes
 Please note that you are expected to do more than just get the basic code 

running. Instead show that you can use the basic techniques to create your 
own output.

 Significant marks are being awarded for style/effort/complexity of the 
solutions

 You should try to personalize things slightly

 Pick your own images, object

 Design your own filters / styles

 Choose what components you will combine

 Add complexity (where relevant)

This slide was added on 20/03/2017

Lab 18  

 Basic Goal:

 Load input from web cam or video

 Draw the input

 Advanced A: Tracking with webcam

 Detect brightest spot  or detect a spot closest to a certain colour

 Have an object e.g. an ellipse follow the brightest spot

 Advanced B: Stylizing a video

 Alternatively apply filters / stylization to a video

Processing Libraries
Extending Processing’s Capabilities

Processing Libraries
https://processing.org/reference/libraries/

 Libraries extend Processing beyond graphics and images into audio, video, 
and communication with other devices

 Official Libraries

 PDF Export

 Network

 Serial

 DXF Export

 Video: read images from camera; play + create movies 

 Sound

 Hardware I/O

Third party libraries
https://processing.org/reference/libraries/

 Developed and contributed by others

 Some examples (many more)

 3D object loading, editing

 Animation tools

 GUI (Graphical User Interface)

 Hardware e.g. Arduino, Eyetracking, Motion sensor, Leap

 Math functions

 Simulation: advanced physics simulation

 Sound: loading, generation, processing

 Video processing and computer vision

 Typography

Video
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Install the video library

 Click on Sketch  Import Library 
Add Library

 In the popup window 
(Contributions Manager) In the 
Libraries tab, type Video in the 
Search box

 Type video in the search box and 
click on “Video”  by the Processing 
Foundation. Click Install.

 Close the contributions manager

Import the video Library

 Start a new sketch

 Click on Sketch  Import Library  Video 

 (If you don’t see this option, you may have not completed the previous 
step correctly)

 This should add a line of text at the top of your sketch as follows:

 import processing.video.*;

 Basically this adds some specialized functions for dealing with video

 For details see: 
https://processing.org/reference/libraries/video/index.html

Loading webcam feed

 To see if everything is 
working, lets start by running 
some basic code

 Cut and paste the text on the 
right into your sketch

 If you have a webcam, this 
should open up a stream and 
display it in a small window

import processing.video.*;

Capture cam;

void setup() 

{  

size(1280, 720);  

cam = new Capture(this);  

cam.start();

}      

void draw() 

{  

if (cam.available() == true) 

{    

cam.read();  

}  

image(cam, 0, 0, width, height);

}

Loading Video Feed
 Create a sketch paste in the code to the 

right and save it

 You will need to make sure you 
installed the Video library (from 
previous slides)

 Open the sketch folder and create a sub 
folder called Data within the sketch 
folder

 Requires movie files in .MOV (quicktime
video) format

 Download this sample:

https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~dinglijl/Skylight.mov

 Place in the Data folder

 Try Running the sketch

import processing.video.*;

Movie myMovie;

void setup() {

size(640, 480);

myMovie = new Movie(this, "Skylight.mov");

myMovie.loop();

}

//leave this function alone

//reads next frame from video

void movieEvent(Movie m) {

m.read();

}

//Edit this function to make changes

void draw() {

image(myMovie, 0, 0);

}

Notes on Video 
 myMovie is a Movie but can be 

treated almost the same way as a 
PImage object which we’ve dealt with 
before

 This function continually updates 
myMovie.

 It is a special callback function

 Best leave this alone

 Remember that by default draw gets 
called repeatedly . So it draws the 
updated image

 We will change what goes on here 
to apply effects to the movie (JUST 
LIKE WE DID WITH IMAGES)

import processing.video.*;

Movie myMovie;

void setup() {

size(640, 480);

myMovie = new Movie(this, "Skylight.mov");

myMovie.loop();

}

//leave this function alone

//reads next frame from video

void movieEvent(Movie m) {

m.read();

}

//Edit this function to make changes

void draw() {

image(myMovie, 0, 0);

}

Some free movies (.MOV) to try out
 For convenience (careful, some are very big. You’ll need drive space):

 https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/movs/

 Free online resources for more interesting stuff

 https://hilo.hawaii.edu/~csav/quicktime/

 http://thecliparchive.com/

 Note that for the video library, videos need to be in Quicktime MOV 
format. 

 There are some tools that let you convert formats e.g. 
http://www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html

https://processing.org/reference/libraries/video/index.html
https://www.scss.tcd.ie/~dinglijl/Skylight.mov
https://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/movs/
https://hilo.hawaii.edu/~csav/quicktime/
http://thecliparchive.com/
http://www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html
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HELPER NOTES

Easy resizing
 Before we used the following to draw an image to screen

 Image (img, 0, 0);

 For convenience, you can also specific a size

 Image (img, 0, 0, 640, 480);

//this will draw the image with top left corner at 0, 0

//and resize image to 640 x 480

 image (img, 0, 0,  width, height);

//as above this will use up the whole window

N.B. Elsewhere you need to call (see previous lectures):

PImage img;

img = loadImage(“…”);

Functions of images

 If we define new filters or effects, we may want to reuse them

 For any set of steps we might want to reuse, we should define a function

//The following funtion takes an image as input and returns a new one

PImage stylise(PImage img_old)

{

PImage img_new;

//img_new = img_old;  //NOTE don't do this the two images become linked

img_new = img_old.copy();  

img_new.filter(BLUR, 1); 

img_new.filter(GRAY);

return img_new;

}

Create a copy of the old image so we can 
do safely manipulate it

Operations applied to the new image. 
Add your own!

When we’re done RETURN the modified 
image.

Functions of images

 If we define new filters or effects, we may want to reuse them

 For any set of steps we might want to reuse, we should define a function

//The following funtion takes an image as input and returns a new one

PImage stylise(PImage img_old)

{

PImage img_new;

//img_new = img_old;  //NOTE don't do this the two images become linked

img_new = img_old.copy();

img_new.filter(BLUR, 1);

img_new.filter(GRAY);

return img_new;

}

TODO: Can you change this 
function to the edge detection 

effect you did last week?

copy

 The following function might seem right (copy old into new by assignment)

 img_new = img_old;

 However in many cases we just want to work with a new copy of what we 
are given  

 e.g. in the previous example we expect the old image to come from the 
video, we may not want to change the original video; just how it is 
drawn

 copy () is an easy way of copying pixels from one rectangular area to 
another. If you don’t give it any parameters it copies the whole image

 img_new = img_old.copy()

More Useful Filters
Practical Examples in Lecture

Basic Loop (again)
same for video processing

 The following sample code can be 
used for all of the basic operations.

 What we essentially want to do in 
image processing is calculate a new 
colour (let’s call it newcolor)* for 
each pixel. 

 This is based on the original colour 
(call it oldcolor) and some pixel 
operations which we will define.

Void myfilter (Pimage oldimg)

{

color oldcolor, newcolor;

for(int x=0; x<im.width; x++)

for(int y=0; y<im.height; y++)

{

oldcolor = oldimg.get(x,y);

//do something here

//newcolor =  ...

set (x, y, newcolor); 

}

}

REPLACE THIS LINE :: Provide 
additional code into this sample 

program to get the desired effect. 
(see lecture)

OPERATION
oldcolor

*NOTE: oldcolor and newcolor are just variable 
names. You can call them anything you want

newcolor
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ColorMode
 By default Processing deals with colors as RGB (Red, 

Green and Blue) representations

 However, for convenience, it is possible to switch to HSB 
(Hue, Saturation and Brightness) which can be more 
intuitive in some ways

 Hue (H) represents the principal color e.g. red, violet

 Saturation (S) is the purity of the colour ranging from 
very desaturated (e.g. pastel colours) to 100 (very 
saturated, very pure)

 Brightness (B) is the tone, how bright it is 

 Equivalent to HSV, HSL (see Wikipedia) 

 For processing reference, see: 
https://processing.org/reference/colorMode_.html

Hue values can be thought of as a 
ring of colours. (Typically stored as a 

value between 0 to 360°)

Saturation ranges from 
desaturated (center of this 
cylinder) to pure (outside)

Brightness ranges from dark 
(bottom) to bright (top)

HSB ColorMode
 TO convert to this mode just call the function color

mode e.g. as follows

 colorMode(HSB, 360, 100, 100);

 Then you can get the hue, saturation or brightness 
values of a pixel as follows

color mycolor = get( x, y);

float H = hue(mycolor);

float S = saturation(mycolor);

float B = brightness(mycolor);

 To change back to RGB mode

 colorMode(RGB, 255, 255, 255);

 For processing reference, see: 
https://processing.org/reference/colorMode_.html

Hue values can be thought of as a 
ring of colours. (Typically stored as a 

value between 0 to 360°)

Saturation ranges from 
desaturated (center of this 
cylinder) to pure (outside)

Brightness ranges from dark 
(bottom) to bright (top)

This says that we will represent color as a Hue value in the range 0°-360°, a 
brightness value between 0%-100%, and a saturation value 0%-100%

Easy colour filters

 Brighten

 Get brightness of a pixel

 Increase its value

 Saturate

 Get saturation of a pixel

 Increase its value

 Hue Shift

void brigthenFilter (Pimage oldimg)

{

color oldcolor, newcolor;

colorMode(HSB, 360, 100, 100);

//switch to HSB mode with

//   Hue in the range 0-360

//   Saturation 0-100

//   Brightness 0-100

for(int x=0; x<im.width; x++)

for(int y=0; y<im.height; y++)

{

oldcolor = oldimg.get(x,y);

float H = hue(oldcolor);

float S = saturation(oldcolor);

float B = brightness(oldcolor);

B = B * 1.4;

if (B > 100)

B = 100;

newcolor = color(H,S,B);

set (x, y, newcolor); 

}

}

void saturateFilter (Pimage oldimg)

{

color oldcolor, newcolor;

colorMode(HSB, 360, 100, 100);

for(int x=0; x<im.width; x++)

for(int y=0; y<im.height; y++)

{

oldcolor = oldimg.get(x,y);

float H = hue(oldcolor);

float S = saturation(oldcolor);

float B = brightness(oldcolor);

S = S * 1.4;

if (S > 100)

S = 100;

newcolor = color(H,S,B);

set (x, y, newcolor); 

}

}

NOTE THAT THIS IS NOT A COMPLETE WORKING SOLUTION. 
IT JUST SHOWS YOU, SOME OF THE LINES YOU WILL NEED. 

HELPER NOTES

RECAP: get()

 The get function returns pixels from a certain part of a screen or an image

 If we give it two values (a position), we get a single colour

 color c1 = get(X, Y) ;        //get an image from screen

 color c2 = img.get(X, Y)    //get an image from the PImage img

Masking

 A process by which certain parts of an image 
are ignored by a particular operation

 E.g. you might blur all parts of an image 
except the foreground

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
https://processing.org/reference/colorMode_.html
https://processing.org/reference/colorMode_.html
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Chromakey

 Essentially find a particular 
hue and  then…

 Use pixels of this hue as a 
mask

 Make it transparent

 Replace those pixels with 
some other imagery

Chromakey : general approach

 Store a target color.

 Loop through the whole background 
image AND foreground image (see 
slide 29)

 For each pixel in the foreground 
check it’s difference from the target 
colour

 If the difference is below a certain 
value (e.g. 20) the two colours are 
very similar. In this case draw the 
background pixel

 Otherwise draw the foreground 
pixel

PImage fg_image, bg_image;

fg_image = loadImage( ??? );

bg_image = loadImage( ??? );

color target = color (0, 255, 0); //green

for (int x=0; x<fg_image.width; x++)

for (int y=0; y<fg_image.height; y++)

{

color fg_pixel = fg_img.get (x, y);

color bg_pixel = bg_img.get (x, y);

float diff = hue (target) – hue (fg_pixel);

if (diff < 20)

set (x, y, bg_pixel);

else

set (x, y, fg_pixel);

}

NOTE THAT THIS IS NOT A WORKING SOLUTION. IT JUST 
SHOWS YOU, SOME OF THE LINES YOU WILL NEED. 

Chromakey
 BUT there are many shades of 

Green

 In practice it is hard to manually 
specify the exact background colour 
in terms of RGB

 A better way might be to get the 
pixel colour

 Render an image including the 
background

 Click on a point that contains the 
colour you want to remove

 Use this as target

PImage fg_image;

color target;

void setup()

{

size(640, 480);

fg_image = loadImage( “???" );

}

void draw()

{

image(fg_image, 0, 0 , 640, 480);

}

void mousePressed()

{

colorMode(HSB, 360, 100, 100);

target = get(mouseX, mouseY); 

println(hue(target) + ", " + saturation(target)   
+ ", " + brightness(target));

}

You can either combine this code with the previous slide. 
Or record the colour which is printed to the console and 

use it as the target color.

Some examples with greenscreen color

URL: https://i.ytimg.com/vi/iUo5WA-T01s/maxresdefault.jpg

Hue of Green Areas:  119°

URL: http://i.vimeocdn.com/video/347818205_1280x720.jpg

Mask color: 104 °

URL: https://i.ytimg.com/vi/_EKFKVQc2H8/maxresdefault.jpg

Hue of Green Areas: 117°

Note that this assumes you are using values 
between 0 to 360 to represent the hue.

You should call the following function:

colorMode(HSB, 360, 100, 100);

Tracking

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/iUo5WA-T01s/maxresdefault.jpg
http://i.vimeocdn.com/video/347818205_1280x720.jpg
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/_EKFKVQc2H8/maxresdefault.jpg
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 The process of using machines to extract 
information from images

 Applications include:

 Controlling processes (e.g., an industrial 
robot or an autonomous vehicle).

 Organizing information (e.g., for indexing 
databases of images and image sequences).

 Detecting events (e.g., for visual surveillance 
or people counting).

 Modeling objects or environments (e.g., 
industrial inspection, medical image 
analysis).

 Interaction (e.g., as the input to a device for 
computer-human interaction).

Computer Vision Simple Example: Track brightest spot
 Declare a variable that will hold the x 

and y position for the pixel with the 
brightest value and the  brightness of 
this pixel. 

 We don’t know what these are yet (we 
need to search for them). So start off 
the brightest value as 0.

 Loop through all pixels 

 Compare the brightness of each 
pixel (b) with the brightest pixel 
value stored

 If b is brighter than the current 
brightest pixel, replace the 
brightest_value with b and replace 
<brightness_X, brightness_Y> with 
the position of b

 Draw something at the location of the 
brightest pixel

PImage image; 

float brightest_X;

float brightest_Y;

float brightest_value = 0;

for (int x=0; x< image.width; x++)

for (int y=0; y< image.height; y++)

{

color c_pixel = image.get (x, y);

float b = brightness(c_pixel);

if (b > brightest_value)

{

brightest_value = b;

brightest_X = x;

brightest_Y = y;
}

}

ellipse(brightest_X, brightest_Y,      20, 20);

NOTE THAT THIS IS NOT A FULL WORKING SOLUTION. IT JUST SHOWS YOU, 
SOME OF THE LINES YOU WILL NEED TO ACHIEVE THIS. 

Track target spot
 Here we look at the hue of each pixel 

and compare it to a target hue

 Store the x,y position of a pixel in the 
image that is closest to the target

 Store its difference from the target

 Start this off as a big number

 Loop for all pixels and find one that is 
closer than the current closest value

 Draw something at the pixel with the 
closest value

PImage image;

float closest_X;

float closest_Y;

float min_difference = 99999;  //some big number

color target = color (255, 0, 0);

for (int x=0; x< image.width; x++)

for (int y=0; y< image.height; y++)

{

color c_pixel = image.get (x, y);

float diff = hue(c_pixel) – hue(target);

if ( diff < min_difference )

{

min_difference = diff;

closest_X = x;

closest_Y = y;
}

}

ellipse(closest_X, closest_Y,      20, 20);

NOTE THAT THIS IS NOT A FULL WORKING SOLUTION. IT JUST SHOWS YOU, 
SOME OF THE LINES YOU WILL NEED TO ACHIEVE THIS. 

Track target spot
The code in the previous page is used to track a yellow object

Other potential video filters

Finding Edges … in a video

Edges (with some additional 
work)
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More Advanced Stuff 
Maybe for another day

RGBD Camera

 Used in interactive sensors and Augmented Reality

 Essentially captures the colour of the scene but also depths

 Depth represents a distance form the camera

 One form of capturing 3D information

 Many Examples:

 Desktop sensor: Microsoft Kinect, Intel Realsense

 Tablet: Google Tango, Structure sensor, ZED

 Head Mounted Displays: Microsoft Hololens, Epson 
Moverio, Meta 2

 3D Scanning: XYZ technologies, HP Sprout (actually Intel 
Realsense sensor)

Depth Sensor
 In terms of data, this is essentially like a video or webcam feed

 In order to get 3D coordinates: x and y values are the pixel positions and z 
is the depth at that pixel position

 Different representations

 Grey scale depths

 Colour coded

 Point-cloud

 Can also be used for:

 Foreground / background MASKING

 Shape detection, body pose detection

 Face detection / face recognition 

Using depth sensor

 Essentially just treat it like any video / camera feed

 Deal with it pixel by pixel

 However, there are some libraries that allow you to do higher-level 
functions in processing. E.g.

 Kinect4Wind

 OpenKinect

 Kinect 2


